The newly available pig genome sequence has provided new information to fine map quantitative trait loci (QTL) in order to eventually identify causal variants. With targeted genomic sequencing efforts, we were able to obtain high quality BAC sequences that cover a region on pig chromosome 17 where a number of meat quality QTL have been previously discovered. Sequences from 70 BAC clones were assembled to form an 8-Mbp contig. Subsequently, we successfully mapped five previously identified QTL, three for meat color and two for lactate related traits, to the contig. With an additional 25 genetic markers that were identified by sequence comparison, we were able to carry out further linkage disequilibrium analysis to narrow down the genomic locations of these QTL, which allowed identification of the chromosomal regions that likely contain the causative variants. This research has provided one practical approach to combine genetic and molecular information for QTL mining.
INTRODUCTION
A large number of quantitative trait loci (QTL) for economically important traits has been identified in pigs over the past 15+ years. More than 6,300 pig QTL have been deposited in the Animal QTLdb (http://www.animalgenome.org/QTLdb/) as of January 1, 2011. Despite the large number of QTL reported, the screening of QTL for causal mutations still suffers from the fact that QTL often span large chromosomal intervals, which makes their practical use in pig breeding schemes very limited. In essence, the causal variant(s) for any given QTL are likely in strong linkage disequilibrium (LD) with other genetic markers, which makes identification difficult. However, this may or may not always be the case. Previously, only a limited number of causal or presumed variants for QTL have been discovered in pigs (Milan et al., 2000; Ciobanu et al., 2001; Van Laere et al., 2003) .
Sequencing of the pig genome has provided a new approach for QTL examinations. As part of the Swine Genome Sequencing Consortium (SGSC), Iowa State University allocated funds toward targeted sequencing of pig chromosome 17. The sequencing was carried out at the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute (Hinxton, UK) and generated 70 high quality BACs ordered by overlapping tile path (Hart et al., 2007) . Due to limitations using known publicly available software to assemble them for their relatively large clone sizes (>200 kbp), we have taken an ad hoc approach to combine information from several sources including the BAC finger printed clones (FPC) tiling path, comparative human maps, and overlapping BAC-end sequence blast evidence, to assemble the BAC sequences in alignment with the known linkage map. This resulted in a ∼8-Mbp chromosomal contig that harbors 19 genes or open reading frames (ORFs), which were identified by comparative synteny alignment to the human genome.
We have previously identified five meat quality QTL on pig chromosome 17 in a genome scan using an F2 population derived from a Berkshire × Yorkshire (BY) cross (Malek et al., 2001a) . In order to increase the marker density under the QTL region on SSC17, we have previously added 21 new markers to the SSC17 linkage map . We have added more markers in this study to facilitate the fine mapping of QTL. The objectives of the current study were to use the genome sequence information to fine map the SSC17 QTL region, identify the chromosomal region(s) most likely to contain the causative variant(s) responsible for the observed SSC17 meat quality QTL and to identify potential causative variants.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

ANIMALS AND PHENOTYPE DATA
Resource population: two Berkshire sires were crossed with nine Yorkshire dams to produce nine F1 litters. From these litters, 8 sires and 26 dams were selected and crossed to generate 515 F2 individuals (Malek et al., 2001b) . Growth, carcass composition and meat quality data were collected in the F2 individuals. Traits and procedures to collect the trait data were as described previously (Malek et al., 2001b) .
SEQUENCING OF INDIVIDUAL GENES AND ADDITION OF NEW MARKERS TO THE LINKAGE MAP
Pooled DNA from BY founder animals were used to sequence 15 selected genes in the chromosomal region (correspond to 54-64 Mbp on pig assembly-10) of interest: Melanocortin 3 receptor (MC3R), Aurora kinase A (AURKA), Cleavage stimulation factor 3 pre-RNA, subunit 1 (CSTF1), Transcription factor AP-2 gamma (TFAP2C), Bone morphogenetic protein 7 (BMP7 ), Protein phosphatase 4, Regulatory subunit 1-like (PPP4R1L), RAB22A member RAS oncogene family (RAB22A), vesicleassociated membrane protein (VAMP), associated protein B and C (VAPB), Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase 1 (PCK1), Chromosome 20 ORFs 108 (C20orf108), 32 (C20orf32), 43 (C20orf43), 106 (C20orf106 ), 174 (C20orf174). The entire coding regions and the 5 and 3 UTR regions of the 15 genes were sequenced. A computer program, Expeditor was used to design 114 sets of primers based on the completed pig SSC17 sequence.
Polymorphic sites were identified by sequence comparisons to develop PCR-RFLP tests for genotyping and subsequently mapping them. The methods used for sequencing, PCR-RFLP testing and linkage analysis were as previously described .
QTL SCAN
Ab initio least-squares regression interval mapping analysis was performed using an F2 model by QTL Express (Seaton et al., 2002) . The analysis used 41 SSC17 markers for all meat quality traits collected from the BY resource population. The regression models for each trait included sex and slaughter date as fixed effects. Chromosome-wide significance thresholds for each individual trait were determined by random permutation of 5,000 times. In order to assess significance of QTL at the genome level, we used a genome-wide significance threshold previously determined by Malek et al. (2001a) .
QTL FINE MAPPING AND ANALYSIS
The QXPAK software (Perez-Enciso and Misztal, 2004) , containing packages for LD association analysis, QTL segment analysis, multitrait QTL analysis, and a multi-QTL analysis, was used to conduct detailed QTL analysis in the F2 population. We have divided the SSC17 distal region into 32 small segments, each flanked by two markers, to estimate the genetic variance of a trait explained by each segment. We tested hypothesis for all possible combinations of the significant QTL traits for multi-traits (pleiotropy), multi-QTL for the refinement of the chromosome genetic architecture. Significance threshold correction for multiple comparisons was determined based on the correlation and dependence among SNPs to estimate the number of independent tests within a gene (Cheverud, 2001) . A value of P < 0.001 was therefore considered significant for the single QTL test.
ASSOCIATION ANALYSES
Association analyses were performed using a mixed model method. All models included sex, slaughter date, and marker genotype as fixed effects, while dam was fitted as a random effect. Least-squares means and SE were estimated for different genotype effects. All association analyses were performed such that a single marker was fitted at a time. The PROC MIXED procedure of SAS package was used to perform all analyses.
Additional association analyses that combined information from more than one marker at a time were also performed. The combined genotype analysis was done by grouping animals that shared common genotypes with different markers. A gene effect was declared to be significant when significant P-values were reached (P < 0.05) in both analysis of variance of the gene and the least-squares means analysis for all markers within the gene.
RESULTS
SEQUENCE ASSEMBLY, CANDIDATE GENE SEARCH, AND MOLECULAR DISSECTION
Sequencing of 70 selected BACs was carried out at the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute (Hart et al., 2007) . The order of the BACs was based on the minimum tiling path and best BAC-end sequence blast overlaps (Hu et al., 2006) . The finished sequence of all clones comprised 7,792,673 bp that were confirmed by Hart et al. (2007) . Because of an extensive conservation between SSC17 and HSA20 (Lahbib-Mansais et al., 2005) , 15 candidate genes, or ORFs were selected from the homologous region of the human genome. The coding sequences of the selected genes were localized to SSC17 by blast analysis to confirm their candidacy.
We used pooled DNA to sequence exons of all candidate genes in order to detect polymorphisms by hybrid peaks on sequencing chromatograms. In total, 53 exonic and 146 intronic polymorphisms were identified. Non-synonymous SNPs were validated by additional sequence analysis of individual founder animal or by PCR-RFLP tests. Fourteen exonic polymorphisms resulted in amino acid changes. The experimental details of the 30 mapped markers are listed in Appendix.
LINKAGE AND QTL MAPPING
All genes were linked to markers previously mapped to SSC17. In Table 1 , polymorphism information used to map each of the 30 genes/markers is reported. The new SSC17 linkage map for the BY population contained 41 markers and was 122.2 cM in length, which is 2.9 cM longer than previously published SSC17 map .
Quantitative trait loci analysis with QTL Express confirmed five significant meat quality QTL (Figures 1 and 2 ) that have been previously reported by Malek et al. (2001a) . Notably, while the QTL reported by Malek et al. (2001a) were at 5% genome-wide level, several QTL, including Minolta L scores (LABLM) and Hunter L score (LABLH), and color score, are detected at 1% genome-wide level. This improvement may be due to the increased marker density used in this study. In addition, a new significant QTL was detected for average drip percentage (AVDRIP).
Previously Malek et al. (2001a) reported that five QTL were located in this genome region, but each had only one single QTL peak while in this study multiple significant closely positioned QTL peaks for all traits were observed (Figures 1 and 2 ).
SEGMENT ANALYSIS, ASSOCIATION ANALYSIS, AND QTL FIT
Quantitative trait loci segment analysis was used to complement the classical QTL scans and was done for all significant QTL traits from the original analysis (Figure 3) . The LD and QTL segment Frontiers in Genetics | Livestock Genomics FIGURE 2 | F -statistic curves from an univariate F2 QTL analysis from QTL Express. QTL position estimates for average drip percentage (AVDRIP), average lactate (AVLAC), and average glycolytic potential (AVGP) are shown. The 1 and 5% chromosome-wide significance levels were estimated to be 7.08 (solid line) and 5.38 (dashed line) respectively, while the 1 and 5% genome-wide significance levels used were 9.96 and 8.22 respectively.
mapping analyses in the F2 population identified significant QTL peaks that were either on the same or in very nearby positions to the markers. Results combined from these analyses showed strong agreement between different approaches used to refine the QTL locations. Linkage disequilibrium association analysis for all markers and traits on SSC17 indicated that microsatellite S0332 was significantly associated with all traits analyzed. Based on the 33 marker SSC17 linkage map, this region spanned 6 cM and included seven genes (MC3R, C20orf108, AURKA, CSTF1, C20orf32, C20orf43, and C20orf106). With the exception of MC3R, all genes are located in one BAC clone of approximately 200 kb, which further narrowed down the region. Our multi-trait QTL analyses provided strong evidence of pleiotropy between LABLM and LABLH. This may be partly due to the fact that these biological traits/events are highly correlated. For the combination of remaining traits, results consistently supported the linkage (one QTL) hypothesis. In contrast, although the multi-QTL analyses for each trait supported the hypothesis of only one QTL per trait for all traits, the profiles from the LD association showed multiple peaks above the significance threshold. While it is possible that more than one QTL may exist for the meat quality traits on SSC17, it is of interest in the future to carry out further analyses.
MEAT COLOR QTL ON SSC17
There were 12 markers detected to be significantly (P < 0.05) associated with color, LABLM, and LABLH ( Table 2) . Each marker was represented by one preferred genotype and was associated with darker meat color for each of the three color traits.
The most significant QTL peaks for LABLM and LABLH were detected at 87 and 91 cM (Figure 1 ). Significant associations with the meat color traits analyzed were detected for DOK5, a gene that has the same position as MC3R in the linkage map (87.7 cM). On the linkage map, this region is collapsed to a very narrow distance due to lack of polymorphic markers. However, as it is revealed by sequence map, this region spans about 1.5 Mbp, where a gene cerebellin 4 precursor (CBLN4) was found between DOK5 and MC3R. 
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It is yet unknown how this gene is related with the LABLM/LABLH QTL in the region.
In a significant QTL peak between 98 and 99 cM for color, LABLM, and LABLH (Figure 1) , there is a polymorphic site in BMP7 that was significantly associated with these two color traits. The favorable allele analysis shows that allele 1 was fixed in the Berkshire sires while its frequency in the Yorkshire dams was only 0.39. In addition, haplotype analysis for S0332, RPCI44-326L12, and BMP7 indicated that they were significantly associated with color (P < 0.004), LABLM (P < 0.003), and LABLH (0.003). While no synonymous mutations within BMP7 were found, our analysis indicates that BMP7 maybe a plausible candidate gene for meat color QTL.
The most significant QTL peak for color, LABLM, and LABLH was near 104 cM (Figure 1) where RAE1 located. Favorable allele analysis of PPP4R1L and RAB22A showed that genotype 11 were significantly associated with color (P < 0.02), LABLM (P < 0.004), and LABLH (P < 0.008). This is in agreement with LD association analyses in which RAB22A is found to be significantly associated with all color traits. However we were not able to pinpoint the association to any specific mutation at this time.
The fourth QTL peak for color traits was found near 116-117 cM (Figure 1) . Several genes displayed significant associations with all meat color traits are RPCI44-431M20 (located in GNAS intron 3), GNAS (on its intron 8), CTSZ, and CH242-247L10. Association analysis, favorable allele analysis and genotype analysis all show that animals carrying the favorable 22-22 genotypes for CTSZ and CH242-247L10 were significantly associated with color (P < 0.007), LABLM (P < 0.02), and LABLH (P < 0.03).
AVERAGE LACTATE AND AVERAGE GLYCOLYTIC POTENTIAL QTL ON SSC17
There were eight markers associated with average lactate (AVLAC) and average glycolytic potential (AVGP ; Table 3 ). QTL peaks for AVLAC and AVGP were near 91 cM where AURKA is found. Among the mutations found in AURKA gene, mutations in exons 4 and 5 both caused amino acid changes (Valine → Alanine, Leucine → Proline substitutions respectively) and both are in complete LD in the BY population. However, other mutations (one in exon 9 and a second one in exon 4) in the same gene are not in complete LD. Interestingly, the mutation in exon 4 was associated with both traits while the mutation in exon 9 was not. More biochemistry investigation and a better understanding of the underlying LD may be needed to determine if AURKA is a candidate gene that contributes to the AVLAC and AVGP trait variations.
Quantitative trait loci for AVLAC and AVGP were also detected in the 107-108 cM region where PCK1 was mapped. This gene catalyzes the conversion of oxaloacetate to phosphoenolpyruvate, the rate-limiting step in the gluconeogenesis, hence an excellent candidate among the causative factors for AVLAC and AVGP variations. However several mutations in this gene were not significantly associated with AVGP and AVLAC by association segment analyses. Further segregation analysis with a breeding scheme specifically designed for loci in this gene might help to dissect the genetic architecture in which the QTL may be pinpointed.
DISCUSSION
The distal region of the long arm on SSC17 has been of interest since several meat quality QTL were confirmed. In this study, we have attempted to use genome sequence information to enrich the promising chromosome region with information from comparative genomics, which turned out to be very efficient for candidate gene searches by using conserved synteny across species. However, the molecular mining of candidate genes for causative variants has not been very straight forward.
First of all, identification of variants responsible for complex traits in livestock species remains a challenge due to a number of factors contributing to the difficulty in detecting, localizing, and resolving trait variations to relatively small chromosomal segments where many polymorphic markers are also available for genotyping. In this study, we combined a variety of different approaches in an attempt to dissect and rectify the QTL for meat quality QTL region on SSC17 looking for causal mutations.
The availability of genome sequence dramatically changes the extent to which genome regions can be interrogated with respect to identification of polymorphisms responsible for QTL. We see that, by going through the process of bringing the genome sequence and linkage information together, the power of genome sequence information has been limited in terms of resolving QTL imparted by LD. We have significantly improved the resolution of several overlapping meat quality QTL on SSC17. However, the final outcome has not been as we wished for in terms of resolving QTL to causal mutations. For example, the LD among multiple SNPs on AURKA gene impairs the ways to analyze the gene as a genetic unit. In contrast, haplotype analysis of S0332, RPCI44-326L12, and BMP7 helped to gain more detection power. Therefore, how to properly use the marker information to gain detection power presents a challenge. In addition, we attempted to use gene information from orthologs to aid the comparative QTL mining but this has not been fruitful.
While this study has illustrated some of the limitations of using F2 populations for fine QTL mapping, we want to realize that the expectation for causal mutations under a QTL to exist may very well be an over simplification of genetic mechanisms in which quantitative trait variations are controlled. In fact, genetic factors (QTL) for a trait may exist on several chromosomes, each of which may control the same or different part of an expression pathway in which a trait is finally formed. The multiple factors (QTL) interactions may happen in different ways, levels, or manners. As such, the success rates for traits controlled by several genes may be greatly vary in hunting for causal genes/mutations depending on the resource population used, genetic architecture of a QTL, or molecular/quantitative analysis tools available. Therefore, the ultimate success of future QTL mining may lie in system biology approaches or a more complete genetic architecture analysis involving biochemical/physiology pathways.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we were able to carry out LD analysis with an additional 25 new genetic markers that were identified by sequence comparison. This has helped to narrow down the genomic locations of these QTL to more confined regions that likely contain the causative variants. This research has also provided one practical www.frontiersin.org approach to combine genetic and molecular information for QTL mining.
